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E DITORIAL
The name for this magazine had to be short and appropriate. Simple requirements, but it took considerable time to collect a few good suggestions. Once the
alternative META was proposed, the decision was quickly made. The English
prefix meta can often be interpreted as ‘after’, ‘beyond’ or ‘about’ (its own category). It often stands for an abstraction of a concept that is used to describe and
examine that concept. For example, a ‘meta language’ refers to a language or
algebraic notation that describes language. ‘Metadata’ is data about data (who
produced the data, where, when, in what format, what does it represent, etc.)
and is nowadays a common tool in computational science, and in particular data
management and curation, information retrieval, the semantic web and so on.

F E AT U R E S

The LHC is a 27 km long particle accelerator, situated in a 100 m
deep underground tunnel, and is ca-

The META magazine is a new and important communication instrument for
the Notur II project, the Metacenter for computational science in Norway. The
magazine is hopefully (and should be) of interest to anyone that has a relation to
e-Infrastructure for computational science and related disciplines. This includes
hardware, software, services and support. The magazine aims at providing background information about the Notur II project, the project consortium and will
highlight some of the research activities that are being carried out with the help
of the resources and services provided by the project. The magazine will include a
variety of popular scientific articles, as well as news items, opinions and national
and international developments that are relevant to the project and interesting to
the reader of this magazine.

pable of colliding beams of protons or

This is the first issue of the META magazine. We believe that it is a careful start
and hope that it will grow and mature over time with the input and support from
you and from many other people interested in e-Infrastructure in Norway.

must provide the scientific community

heavy ions at energies never achieved
by mankind before. How can one handle these vast amounts of data? Read
more on page 14.

The Notur II project
with adequate resources and services
for computational science. Read more
about the Notur II project on page 4 and
how the facilities are used on page 12.

Jacko Koster
Project Coordinator Notur II
Managing Director UNINETT Sigma AS

Will the

Norwegian Model
for organizing High Performance Computing survive? Professor Knut Fægri
questions this on page 18.

Icebreaking. Copyright: Arnt Flatmo



NOTUR II - The Norwegian
Metacenter for
computational science
The Notur II project is a 10-year project that was established in 2005 to provide and operate the national infrastructure for computational science in Norway in the next decade. The agenda of the project
is ambitious and must lead to the implementation and operation of a sustainable electronic infrastructure that can accommodate a variety of sciences that make use of computationally and data intensive
applications. This article summarizes the main ingredients of the project.
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Jacko Koster
Managing Director
of UNINETT Sigma
and coordinator of
the Notur II project.

e-Infrastructure
Computational science is now broadly considered as the third scientific path, next to
theory and experimentation/observation.
Computational science is a mature and
cost-efficient alternative to validate theory
and to replace field and laboratory experiments that are unethical or too costly.
Computational science can also be used
for prediction and simulation which leads
to novel ways of doing research and to new
discoveries where theory and experimentation fall short.

puters or High Performance Computing
(HPC), the Notur II project aims at building
e-Infrastructure. e-Infrastructure includes four main components: powerful and
cost-efficient hardware (supercomputers,
data storage, networks, and optionally scientific instruments), software (e.g., tools
and middlewares), services (e.g., end-user
functionality and interfaces and quality assurance) and support (ranging from help
desk operations to advanced applicationlevel support, technology transfer, and
training). It is a challenge for the Notur II
project to create an environment where all
these components seamlessly interoperate, complement each other, and together
form one mature platform (the e-Infrastructure) for computationally and data
intensive science in Norway.
The main objective of the Notur II project
is to define and implement a pronounced
and sustainable e-Infrastructure that offers large scale and high quality resources
and services to individuals and groups involved in

Research that is dependent on large scale computation and digital data can only
exist if there exists an infrastructure that
supports researchers in carrying out the – education and research at Norwegian
necessary computer simulations, and to
universities and colleges
gather, store, analyse and share data.
– operational forecasting and research at
The Notur II project includes and further
the Meteorological Institute (met.no)
develops elements from the previous Notur – research and engineering at research
I project (2000-2004). Where the previous
institutes and industry that contribute to
project had its main focus on supercomor wish to collaborate with the project


Utilization and development
The infrastructure provided by the Notur
II project is used by a variety of research
groups in Norway. These are primarily
within the natural sciences, in particular,
chemistry, geosciences, and physics, but
also other disciplines have an increasing need for e-Infrastructure. The allocation of computing time on the national
supercomputer facilities is decided by a
Resource Allocation Committee that has
been established by the Research Council
of Norway. Getting access to the national
resources is by application. There are two
calls for applications per year.
In addition to providing necessary and
sufficient resources to the research community, the Notur project must also enable efficient utilization of these resources.
This requires professional operations, user
support services at various levels, and monitoring of the usage pattern of the resources. A core activity of the Notur project is
formed by the Metacenter. Each of the HPC
centres at the four university partners host
and operate supercomputer facilities. The
staff at these centers collaborate on operational and support issues. Besides regular support, the Notur project also has
an advanced user support activity where
researchers can apply for help that goes
beyond regular help-desk support.

Fact
Pr oject o rganiz ati o n

The supercomputer snowstorm.uit.no, and Maria Wulff Hauglann, Sectional Engineer at the HPC group in Tromsø.
Copyright: Thilo Bubek

The Notur II project also includes development projects that aim at the integration
of new services whenever these are deemed beneficial for the end-user or improve the operation and utilization of the
existing infrastructure. Development projects typically involve new technologies
or mechanisms that eventually are included in the regular operations and support
mechanisms of the Metacenter. On-going
development projects concern for example national grid-based services to enable
advanced distributed resource scheduling
and data management.
Dissemination
The Notur II project also aims to promote
and stimulate (i.e., increase) the use of
computational science in Norway. This is
interpreted in a wide sense which leads to
a number of dissemination and outreach
activities. These include for example the
identification of scientific disciplines with
a potential or emerging need for e-Infrastructure, but also activities to raise awareness among a wide audience (scientific
as well as non-scientific) of the importance and potential of computational science
and infrastructure for research and the
community in general. Important success
criteria for the Notur II project will be
whether the project is able to attract new
user groups and whether the infrastructure is being used for new and internatio-

In 2005, the Research Council of
Norway entered into a 10-year
agreement with UNINETT Sigma
AS to establish the Notur II project.
UNINETT Sigma entered into partner agreements with the Norwegian
University of Science and Technology (NTNU), the University of Bergen
(UiB), the University of Oslo (UiO),
the University of Tromsø (UiT), and
the Meteorological Institute. The
Notur II project is funded in part
by the Research Council of Norway
and the university partners. Notur
is since January 2006 a project of
the eVITA programme from the Research Council of Norway.

nally competitive research.
Collaboration
The development of a mature infrastructure is a process that is underway in many
countries. Also the EU has realized the
need for a European e-Infrastructure and
strengthened collaboration between countries and this is reflected in the plans and
upcoming calls for the Framework 7 programme. The Notur project must therefore
be proactive in international collaboration
in infrastructure and computational science and engage in collaborations with similar infrastructure projects abroad. Also
the consortium partners are encouraged
to participate in international collaborations. A first international collaboration is
formed by the participation in the Nordic
distributed Tier-1 that is managed by the
Nordic Data Grid Facility and that will take
care of the commitments of the Nordic countries to the CERN collaboration and the
storage and processing of data from the
experiments at the Large Hadron Collider.
The Notur II project will also be proactive
in seeking collaborations with new parties
in Norway, including industry, universities
and colleges.
Evolution
How much of the ambitious agenda that is
set by the Notur II project actually can be

I nfo rmatio n
More information about the Notur II
project can be found on
www.notur.no. There you will find
information about the available
hardware and software resources,
user support, advanced user support, how to apply for access to the
resources and a summary of the
research projects that currently
make use of the infrastructure.

achieved, depends on a number of factors.
The most important parameters are likely
to be the available funding and the commitments from the consortium partners.
In addition, changing the mindset from
HPC (Notur I) to infrastructure (Notur II) is
not something that will happen over night.
It requires a clear vision that is supported
by the demands from the user communities and international developments. Only
then the stakeholders in e-Infrastructure
can be convinced and increased commitments can be expected. Stakeholders include resource providers, funding agencies, university management, but also the
user communities themselves.



The new
supercomputer at NTNU
By the end of October 2006, a new IBM supercomputer facility will be in operation at the Norwegian
University of Science and Technology (NTNU). The facility will be one of the largest in the Nordic countries and replaces the SGI Origin 3800 system that has been in operation at NTNU since 2000.
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Chief Engineer
The Supercomputing
Project at NTNU

After a competitive tender and a time-consuming negotiation process that started
in July 2005, NTNU eventually choose a
solution proposed by IBM. The system
that was delivered in September consists
of 64 System p5-575+ servers, connected

through IBM’s Federation switches in a
high performance network. The 64 servers are divided into 56 compute nodes,
four I/O-nodes, two login nodes and two
test nodes. Each compute node has eight
physical chips that share 32 Gigabyte of
memory. Each chip consists of two power5
processors clocked at 1.9 Ghz. The theoretical peak measured in floating point
operations for a node is 122 Gflops/s. For
the overall system, this amounts to an
aggregate of 7500 Gflops/s (or 7.5T flops/s).
The complete system consists of seven
racks for the compute nodes plus additional
racks for storage.

A new machineroom under construction at NTNU. Copyright: Arve Dispen



The system comes with 30 Terabyte disk
for temporary storage and 40 Terabyte
disk for permanent storage, including the
user home directories. An upgrade of the
disk capacity is scheduled for 2008.
Each node in the system has two high
performance network connections. Each
link is capable of 1+ GB/s sustained bandwidth with a MPI latency less than 5 microseconds. A 2-level switch layout is needed
to get all nodes interconnected.
The new machine will be delivered with
IBM’s known proprietary software like the
AIX operating system, the LoadLeveler

Fact

Snorre Boasson and Bjørn Lindi
at the new supercomputer.
Copyright: Mentz Indergaard/NTNU Info

batch system and the XL compiler suite.
The new system will be available for users
from November 2006. The current SGI
Origin 3800 systems gridur and embla at
NTNU will be gradually out phased and no
longer be available for general usage will
from January. Both gridur and embla will
be used until at least the end of 2006 to
allow the Meteorological Institute to run
the operational forecasting models on
both the new and the old systems and to
ensure a secure and smooth transition of
the software to the new environment.
Besides being used for operational
weather prediction, the new system will
also be heavily used for computational

Njord. Copyright: Arve Dispen

tasks in a variety of scientific disciplines,
including computational fluid dynamics,
computational chemistry, modelling longterm climate changes, applied geophysics,
petroleum engineering and simulations of
characteristics of superconducting materials.
The arrival of the new machine required
that NTNU also upgraded its local infrastructure. An additional investment of 20
million Norwegian kroner was made for a
new computer room with adequate power
supply and cooling facilities.

The name of the new system is
njord, thereby keeping the tradition at NTNU to name supercomputers after Gods from the Norse
mythology. Njord is the protector of
seafarers and fishermen; he sends
favourable winds and calm seas.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Njord
The new system will appear on the
much debated top500 list of largest
supercomputers in the world. The
last Notur machine on the top500
list disappeared from the list in
2004. On the current list, released
in June of this year, the system-tobe-installed would end up at position 72. The system that currently
holds that position is a system at
the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC)
that is similar to njord. On the new
top500 list that will be released in
November, njord will probably still
be among the 100 largest.
http://www.top500.org

example	nj o rd	gridur + embla	m o dern lapto p

Number of compute nodes
62	2	
Number of processors
992	
896
1
Processor clock frequency
1.9 Ghz
0.5-0.6 Ghz
3 Ghz
Flops per clock cycle
4	2	2
Total memory capacity
1984 GB
816 GB	2 GB
Total disk capacity
70000 GB
7200 GB
100 GB
Total peak performance
7.5 Tflops/s
1.0 Tflops/s
0.006 Tflops/s
Total number of racks
7	21
Power consumption	200 kW
90 kW
0.1 kW
Installation year	2006	2000
Cost
30 MNOK
60 MNOK
0.015 MNOK

The numbers for njord and gridur/embla show that supercomputer technology has become much more compact over
the years, and that electricity consumption has increased considerably per processor.



Operational weather
forecasting on Njord

Copyright: Arnt Flatmo.



The Norwegian Meteorological Institute (met.no) will be the largest user of Njord, the new IBM system
installed at NTNU. We will use the system for both operational forecasting and research. Up to 25%
of the capacity of Njord will be used for operational forcasting. In this article we focus on how Njord
can improve weather forecasting in Norway. Future articles will describe how the system enables new
science in the areas of climate and air pollution.
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Producing a weather forecast
Modern weather forecasting is based on
numerical modeling. The dynamical and
physical laws of the atmosphere are expressed mathematically and translated into
a simulation model. Based on initial conditions – the current state of the atmosphere
– the model simulates the future state. Our
initial conditions are not complete; we
have to compute an initial state based on
the available observations. This process
is known as analysis. Furthermore, to simulate the state of the atmosphere for a
limited area, we need boundary conditions.
These are taken from a global model, i.e. a
model simulating the whole globe.
To obtain the required level of detail, it may
be necessary to run several models. Starting with the global model, we continue with
higher resolution models covering smaller
areas. The last model in the chain may have
a resolution (spacing between grid points)
down to a few hundred meters horizontally
and they are able to resolve processes on a
very small scale (for example air pollution
within cities), while global models typically
run at resolutions of 25 – 50 km.

Obviously, the forecast has to be finished
within a short period of time. In the early
days of numerical weather forecasting, the
simulation of next day’s weather took longer than 24 hours. Nowadays, the question
we have to ask ourselves is: Which forecast
is best, the one based on 1 km resolution
and 8 hours old observations, or the one
based on 10 km resolution and 2 hours old
observations? In practice, we have about
one hour to produce a 60 hour forecast, but
very high resolution forecasts may be valuable for certain applications even if they
are based on “old” observations.
Traditionally, we tend to associate a
weather forecast with the forecast of the
state of the atmosphere, as we have above.
For Norway, the state of the adjacent oceans is of vital importance to the safety of
fisheries and offshore activities. Therefore,
met.no also produces oceanographic forecasts. These include waves and currents,
ice boundaries, water temperatures etc.
Oceanographic forecasting is very similar
to atmospheric forecasting – except that
the significant phenomena in the ocean
occurs at finer scales. Thus a resolution
down to 100 – 400 m may be required. The
computational challenge is therefore not
smaller than for atmospheric forecasting.
Improving the forecast
There are several ways of improving the
numerical weather forecast. We can increase the resolution, improve the model
description of the atmosphere, increase
the amount and quality of observations

and improve the algorithms analyzing the
observations. These methods are clearly
interrelated, and they all have a cost.
Increasing the resolution will give both a
better description of the orthography and
lower error in the numerical methods. As
a result, one would expect better forecast.
However, many of the small scale physical
processes are described by parameterization (estimations based on large scale
process), and increasing the resolution
may require better algorithms for these
processes. Furthermore, the dynamical
formulation may need improvements and
increased resolution may reveal errors in
the model.
Traditionally, our observations were taken
on the ground (weather stations, ships etc)
or from radiosondes (“weather balloons”).
Introduction of satellite and radar data as
well as observations from airplanes has
increased the number of observations by
several magnitudes. Obviously, this gives
a better foundation for the initial conditions. At the same time, the computational challenge of performing the analysis
has increased enormously. Not only do
we have to treat more data, but the data
comes at random time. Traditional observations were measured four times a day
(00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC).
An alternative path for improving the value
of the forecast is to analyze uncertainty.
Realizing the importance of observations,
uncertainty in the measurements and the



be able utilize a higher number of processors. The benchmarking process indicates
that the aggregate performance increase
will be in the order of 10-20, depending on
the model. Following a thorough testing,
we expect that we will be able to
− Run a 10 km HIRLAM and a 1 km UM for
operational atmospheric forecasting
− Introduce better algorithms for the analysis of observations
− Run a 4 km model for operational oceanographic forecasting, and run several
models with resolutions down to 200 m
for smaller areas
− Start operational production of uncertainty analysis for the atmospheric forecast

Figure 1: Comparison of a 20 km (black contours) and 4 km (brown scale contours) model forecast of precipitation
to the observations from the weather radar. The white circular areas indicate radar coverage. Copyright: met.no.

fact that we do not have a complete set of
observations, we can make perturbations
to the initial conditions. Running several
instances of the model with different initial
conditions will give us an estimate of the
uncertainty. If all instances give a similar
result, the weather situation is stable and
the forecast has a high degree of certainty.
Other times, the results may be grouped
into a limited number of likely states. In
unstable situations, the results may give
many possible states of the atmosphere,
particularly for forecasts longer than 2-3
days.
Finally, the energy exchange between ocean and atmosphere should be mentioned.
Now, the results of the atmospheric models form boundary conditions for (“drive”)
the oceanographic models. This is a reasonably good estimate for the forecast range
(a few days), but research are carried out
to improve the exchange, and ideally the
models should be coupled.

models at the SGI systems Gridur and Embla in Trondheim. Currently, the main operational atmospheric model is HIRLAM,
run at resolutions of 20 and 10 km. The
20 km model is based on initial conditions
from the global model at the European
Centre (ECMWF) and it performs its own
analysis. The 10 km model covers a smaller area and it is based on both initial conditions and analysis from the 20 km model.
In addition, we have run a high resolution
model, the Unified Model (UM), at 4 km resolution. On Embla, we can run a 48 hour
UM prognosis in two hours – too long for
operational forecasting but very valuable
for some applications and for preparing
the future operational scheme. We are
also doing experimental simulations of
uncertainty, by running 20 instances of the
HIRLAM model at 50 (?) km resolution. The
main operational oceanographic model is
run at 20 km resolutions, while many models are run at resolutions down to 200 m
on small areas.

And now, Njord comes to rescue
Since 2000, we have run our operational

Njord will have a significantly higher performance for our applications, and we will
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Initially, the production will be carried out
in four periods of the day, with the highest load during night time (approximately
02.00 – 06.00 UTC). At some periods, the
operational forecast may require the whole
system, but we expect that most models
or combination of models will be run on
up to half the system. However, the exact
schedule is not determined at the time of
writing this article.
Will Njord improve the weather in Norway?
Hardly. Will it improve the forecast? That
remains to be seen, but we are optimistic
and enthusiastic. Figure 2 compares a 20
km and 4 km model forecast of precipitation. The higher level of detail as well as
the quality improvements is clearly visible.

The big storm Inga in Bergen, January 2005.
Copyright: met.no.

eVITA
“The most scientifically important and economically promising research frontiers in the 21st century
will be conquered by those most skilled with advanced computing technologies and computational
science applications.” (Executive summery (page 1) in Computational Science: Ensuring America’s
Competitiveness, by the President’s Information Technology Advisory Committee, USA, 2005)
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eVITA (e-Science, Infrastructure, Theory
and Application) is a research and infrastructure programme designed to address
computing- and data-intensive challenges
in science, technology and medicine. By
promoting research on methodologies,
competence development and investment
in new e-Infrastructure, eVITA will work
to ensure that Norwegian research in the
e-Sciences achieve a high international
standing, and seek to address important
national challenges in the national priority areas of energy and the environment,
oceans, food and health. This will give a
solid boost to the natural sciences in direct response to the main structural and
thematic priorities described in Commitment to Research (Report No. 20 (20042005) to the Storting.) Mathematics, informatics and statistics, – all disciplines that
focus on methodologies – together with a
selection of scientific and industrial applications, comprise the main body of the
programme’s research component. The
infrastructure component will ensure adequate and reliable access to computing power and resources for handling large volumes of data for Norwegian researchers
and for operational weather forecasting.
The eVITA research programme will also
provide Norway with an effective tool for
mounting a concerted research effort in
the e-Sciences and investment effort in
relevant e-Infrastructure.

The eVITA programme is designed to reinforce important aspects of other major national initiatives being carried out by the
Research Council of Norway. This applies
particularly to the large-scale programmes NORKLIMA (Climate changes and
consequences for Norway), FUGE (National programme for research in functional genomics in Norway), PETROMAKS
(Programme for the optimal management
of petroleum resources) and NANOMAT
(Nanotechnology and new materials, but
will over time come to include such programmes as HAVBRUK (AQUACULTURE
– an industry in growth) and RENERGI
(Clean energy for the future) as well. In
line with the thematic priorities defined
in the Government’s Commitment to Research report, eVITA will give priority to
challenges relating to high-volume computing and data in the petroleum industry,
the development of new sources of energy,
transportation, problems in weather and
climate, marine resource management,
maritime challenges, the spread of pollution, studies of biological and biochemical
processes, medical causal research as
well as high-volume data storage, modelling and analysis.
The objectives and measures described in
this programme require a budget framework of NOK 110 million per year starting
in 2008, of which NOK 50 million is reserved for investment in e-Infrastructure.
However, the programme board recommends increasing the budget framework
to NOK 170 million per year, of which NOK
70 million is reserved for investment in
e-Infrastructure. The programme period
is ten years (2006-2015).

Copyright: Luca Frediani, UiT.

Fact
The first call for applications under
the eVITA programme resulted in
eight research projects on methods
related to e-Science and the establishment of a national meeting series (see back page of this magazine).
The eVITA programme also received
19 application sketches for large
multi-disciplinary projects in eScience. These sketches have been
sent to international experts for evaluation. Later this year, a number of
the applicants will be invited by the
eVITA Programme Board to send in
a full application. Earliest start for
these projects is June 2007.
More information about the
eVITA-programme can be found on
www.forskningsradet.no/evita

Notur II is one of the projects within the
eVITA programme.
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The Notur facilities
The Notur II project must provide adequate resources and services to the research community and at the
same time keep track of how these resources and services are used and by whom, thereby identifying
trends in the usage pattern and user groups. The project must also ensure high and efficient utilization
of the expensive resources and provide adequate services to the users. This article gives a summary of
the national supercomputer facilities and their usage.
versions of these (tre, njord, snehvit). The
facilities were bought at different times
and some are therefore more modern and
faster platforms than others.
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Facilities
The supercomputer facilities in the Notur project are hosted and operated by
the universities NTNU, UiB, UiO and UiTø.
Table 1 summarizes the facilities that are
currently available. The machine park is a
mixture of clusters that consist of a large
number of fairly independent compute
nodes interconnected with some network
(fire, snowstorm), shared-memory computers where the processors share a pool
of memory (gridur, magnum) and hybrid

Name
Type
		

Fire
Gridur
Magnum
Njord
Snehvit
Snowstorm
Tre

For each of the facilities, the total available resources are divided into a national
part and a local (or university) part. This
division is determined by the cost sharing
between the Research Council of Norway
(through UNINETT Sigma) and the hosting
university.
Researchers in Norway can get access to
the national part of the facilities by application. The applications are evaluated by
the Resource Allocation Committee that is
appointed by the Research Council of Norway. There are two calls for applications
per year. Allocation periods are six months
(April-September and October-March).
Researchers that are eligible can apply for

Number of
processors

IBM 1300
32x 2	
SGI 3800
384 + 512	
HP Superdome
64
IBM p575+
62x 16
Altix 350	2x 16
HP rx 4640
100x 4
IBM p690
3x 32	

Processor
type

access to any of the facilities, independent
of their home institution. The local part of
the facilities is used by the universities for
internal purposes, primarily for research
and development, but also for collaborating partners and other parties that cofunded the facility.
Usage
In the allocation period April – September
2006, fifty-four research projects made
use of the facilities. Table 2 shows the scientific disciplines for these projects. The
number of projects remains fairly constant
over successive allocations periods, even
though a certain number of projects come
and go each period. Research projects that
have a high demand for resources remain
active for multiple allocation periods.
Table 3 shows the total amount of resources that was applied for by researchers in

Theoretical
Peak (Gflops/s)

Total memory
(Gbyte)

Total disk
(Tbyte)

Pentium III
81
32x 2	
0.6
R14000
998
304 + 512	
7.2
Itanium2	
384
128	23
Power5+
7000
61x 32 + 128
70
Itanium2	
179	2x 16
1
Itanium2	2300
100x 4
16
Power4
499	2x 64 + 192	
7

Table 1. Summary of the national supercomputer facilities in Notur (October 2006). The number of processors for njord is ‘62x 16’, which means 62 nodes each with 16 processors, and thus 992 processors in total. Gflops/s stands for billion of operations per second.
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Usage
D i scipline

Number

Chemistry
Geosciences
Mathematics & Informatics
Comp. Fluid Dynamics
Material Sciences
Physics
Biosciences

5%

14
15
3
3
1
12
6

6%

Chemistry
Geosciences

13%

Physics
40%

Biosciences
Math & Informatics
others

3%

54
Table 2. Research projects that requested resources for
the period April - September 2006.

four successive allocation periods. Resources are measured in processor hours and
Allocation Units (see box). The table shows
that the total amount of Allocation Units
that is requested is increasing considerably over time and this reflects the constant
growth in the demand and needs for computational resources by the research community in Norway.
Table 3 also illustrates that the total request for resources is traditionally always
larger than the total available resources.
The Resource Allocation Committee can
in principle not allocate more processor
hours to projects than there are available
and therefore has to reduce the overall size
of the applications for resources. Experience shows that not always all allocations
granted by the Committee are used. The
Committee therefore ‘overbooks’ the available resources and allocates more hours
to projects than there are actually available. This is done to ensure high utilization of the facilities. However, the amount
of overbooking is a tricky issue. Too much
overbooking leads to over-usage of the
facilities and thus reduced throughput of
applications for individual users.

04/05-09/05

4%

How will the future look like?
There are many factors that influence new
investments. These include for example
the available facilities in the existing infrastructure, the available funding, the market situation (e.g., vendor roadmaps), and
the timing of the investment.
The most important factors in the planning
of future investments in the Notur II project
are the signals and demonstrated needs
from the research community. A recent
user survey that was carried out among
the active users of the national facilities,
indicates that there will be a continued
need for larger and better resources in the
next two years, in particular compute and
data storage resources. In addition, usage
statistics for the facilities that are gathered by the Notur project also show some
trends in the needs for resources within
the various research fields.
For more information about the available
resources and allocation procedures in the
Notur project, see www.notur.no.

10/05-03/06

04/06-09/06

10/06-03/07

Total hours applied
5 127 322	
5 024 770
5 907 800
4 417 550
Total allocation units 13 928 980
12 954 211
15 627 410	21 010 505
Applied/available	2.51	2.26	2.55
1.81
Table 3. Total application for resources for four successive allocation periods. The third row shows the ratio between total requested hours and total available processor hours.

The relative usage of the national
resources by scientific discipline in
2005. Chemistry and Geosciences have
traditionally been the most computationally demanding disciplines in Norway.
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The relative usage of the national
resources per institution in 2005 (based
on Allocation Units). The usage by UiT
is due to a relatively small number of
chemistry projects that use computationally demanding models.

Terminology
The supercomputer facilities in the
Notur II project are multi-processor
architectures that allow end-user applications to use several processors simultaneously. A processor hour (or CPU
hour) is the standard unit for allocation
and utilization on these supercomputer
resources. One CPU hour corresponds
to one hour of computation on one processor. An allocation for a research
project is a number of CPU hours. The
usage by a software program is the actual run time (elapsed time between
start and termination of the application)
multiplied by the number of processors
that the program uses. Since the processors on the various supercomputer
facilities do not have the same computational speed, processor hours are
converted to Allocation Units. These
are processor hours scaled by the theoretical performance of the processor.13

The Nordic
Data Grid Facility
In a year from now, the worldwide High Energy Physics community will launch the biggest
machine ever, the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) at CERN.

AUTHORS

Rene Buch, Lars Fischer, Oxana
Smirnova and Michael Grønager, NDGF

The LHC is a 27 km long particle accelerator, situated in a 100 m deep underground
tunnel, and capable of colliding beams of
protons or heavy ions at energies never
achieved by mankind before. The accelerator is equipped by 4 detecting facilities
that will register the collisions, and continuously produce physics data at the rate
of a DVD per second, starting in 2008 for at
least a 15-year period.
The data will be analyzed by the researchers who contributed to the project – and
this means thousands of physicists from
practically every country on the planet. The
task of making these vast amounts of data
available to the researchers all over the
world, safely storing them, and of course
processing them to discover new physics
phenomena, clearly requires new computing paradigms.
For many years researchers at CERN and
in the member states, have been working
on the ultimate distributed compute architecture – named the Grid - to accommodate this huge task. Grid computing deals with using widely distributed resources
14

in a secure and controlled manner across
multiple organizational domains and also
with huge amount of data and large scale
data productions.
In order to administrate the huge amounts
of data and to ensure their safety and timely processing, it has been decided to
organize computing operations as a hierarchical tiered model. In this model, the
top-level (Tier-0) center, naturally located
at CERN, stores all the collected data and
distributes their copies to few first-level
regional computing centers (Tier-1). It is
foreseen to have about a dozen of Tier-1
centers, evenly distributed across the
world. Each major data collection will be
stored at Tier-0 and copied to two of Tier1s. Tier-1 centers will also offer processing capacity; a large set of smaller Tier-2
centers will add more processing power
and facilitate end-user data analysis.
The Nordic countries have joined forces in
the construction of a Nordic Tier-1 center,
and this has been one of the main motivations behind the Nordic Data Grid Facility
(NDGF). NDGF aims at providing adequate computing resources to all the Nordic
researchers, and while the High Energy
Physics community is the first such user
group, we foresee that soon similar requirements would come from researchers
participating in other major international
projects, such as the Global Sky Survey,
Human Genome Project and its successor
the Human Proteome Folding Project.
It hence became obvious that there is a
need for a pan-Nordic organization that
can address the need for resource sharing within the Nordic countries and from
the Nordic countries to the rest of the
world. Very soon it became clear that the

host of such an organization should naturally be the regional research and education network organization NORDUnet A/S.
NORDUnet already ensures inter-Nordic
and international network communication
for the Nordic researchers, and adding
resource sharing services to this network
is the most optimal choice.
The NDGF organization is hosted by the
NORDUnet organization sharing the same
CEO, Rene Buch and the same Development Manager, Lars Fischer. Additionally,
the new core NDGF people are the Technical Coordinator Michael Grønager, the
CERN-NDGF Coordinator Oxana Smirnova
and the Software Coordinator Josva Kleist.
Further, a Node coordinator is employed
in each country, and a number of software
developers will be spread over the Nordic
area. NDGF is hence very much a distributed organization.
Nordic Grid development steps
Nordic countries have participated in Grid
developments at CERN since the beginning, although already at the early stages
they had to develop their own Grid software (middleware) that could accommodate
very heterogeneous and largely decentralized shared resources. Most Nordic Grid
projects now use the Advanced Resource
Connector (ARC), developed by the NorduGrid collaboration, while some also use
the gLite middleware deployed by the EU
Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EGEE) project led by CERN. Several sites are involved
both in NorduGrid and in projects such as
EGEE, and therefore deploy both ARC and
gLite. But let’s start from the beginning.
The EU DataGrid (EDG) project initiated by
CERN began in 2001, historically without

The ALICE L3 Magnet. Copyright: CERN Geneva.

CMS before the detector was closed.
Copyright: CERN Geneva.

The final focus for LHCb in the LHC tunnel magnets
and distribution feedbox. Copyright: CERN Geneva.

partners in the Nordic high-energy physics
(HEP) community. This community therefore decided to create a satellite project
collaborating with EDG, and applied for
Nordic funding through the NORDUnet2
programme. This project was later named
NorduGrid and involved a dozen Nordic
universities and high-performance computing centers, representing four Nordic
countries; Denmark, Finland, Norway and
Sweden. Obtained funding covered some
test-bed hardware and three postdoctoral
research positions.

The project spent a few months testing and
installing the then embryonic EDG middleware, and communicated proposals for
improvements back to EDG and Globus. It
also participated in the EDG integration
and testing efforts. However, the planned
contribution to ATLAS Data Challenges in
2002, to test the emerging computing infrastructure, seemed likely to be impossible using the then existing Grid tools
because of many shortcomings, such as
problematic job-submission or the information system and monitoring. The deci-

sion was therefore taken to write a new solution. NorduGrid thus implemented new
versions of the information system, the
Grid front-end and other essential components. The EDG project encountered the
same problems and later introduced the
BDII and Condor-G tools to tackle the difficulties, albeit in a different way. This was
the first major divergence between the two
middleware solutions, and it still remains
today. EDG became the middleware of
choice for the LHC Computing Grid (LCG)
project of CERN, and has been further de-

Assembly of the ATLAS silicon strip detector at NIKHEF, Amsterdam. Copyright: CERN Geneva.
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View from inside of the ATLAS solenoid cryostat. Copyright: CERN Geneva.

veloped into the gLite middleware stack by
EGEE.
In mid-2002, NorduGrid emerged as one
of the first production-level Grids and continued to grow until it became one of the
world’s largest Grids in 2004. (For more
details on the use and achievements of the
NorduGrid collaboration see CERN Courier April 2005 p13).

General view of the ATLAS detector. Copyright: CERN
Geneva.
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When the funding for NORDUnet2 ceased
in 2003, NorduGrid was converted into a
collaboration dedicated only to middleware support and development, while
deployment of the ARC middleware was
taken over by the Nordic DataGrid Facility (NDGF). April 2004 saw the first stable release of the ARC middleware, and
since then middleware development has
concentrated on adding new features and
functionalities, leading to the next stable
release in August 2006. In parallel, efforts
were made to extend ARC to new sites,
supporting users and improving relations
with other Grids with possible future interoperation in mind.

In 2005, several new projects supporting
further development of the Grid infrastructure and the ARC middleware were
conceived: KnowARC, NDGF (both started
in June 2006) and a NorduGrid continuation project as part of the NORDUnet3 programme, which will start in October 2006.
Even the NDGF Tier-1 is distributed
A Tier-1 is expected to hold quite a big
amount of data – in 2010, the NDGF Tier-1
will store around 4 PetaByte of data on
disk and tape and on top of this it will host
computing facilities up to around 4000
CPUs. Typically, such facilities worldwide
are built up at one site, but the Nordic approach with many smaller local supercomputer centers does not fit well this pattern.
Hence, in order to be able to contribute
with compute and storage resources to the
LHC experiments at CERN, a distributed
setup was proposed for the Nordic Tier-1,
where storage and compute resources
are distributed over several sites. This of
course puts extra demands on the middleware in order to support this, and hence
one of the top priority tasks for the NDGF

Fact
CERN is the European Organization
for Nuclear Research, the world’s
largest particle physics centre. It
sits astride the Franco-Swiss border near Geneva.
CERN is a laboratory where scientists unite to study the building
blocks of matter and the forces that
hold them together. CERN exists
primarily to provide them with the
necessary tools. These are accelerators, which accelerate particles to
almost the speed of light and detectors to make the particles visible.
Founded in 1954, the laboratory was
one of Europe’s first joint ventures
and includes now 20 Member States.
For more information see
http://public.web.cern.ch/public/

middleware developers will be to enable a
multi-site Tier-1 setup with maximum redundancy, so that a single site downtime
will not affect the acquisition of data from
the LHC experiments. It is anticipated that
this multi-site setup will result in a high
quality of service, and participation in the
CERN Service Challenges 3 and 4 during
the last 15 months has shown that in some
situations, a distributed approach might
prove to be superior – see figure from June
2005 where three Nordic sites participated
in a multi site setup with disk storage at
each site.
In Norway, the University of Oslo and the
University of Bergen will contribute to the
NDGF Tier-1. The site in Oslo will serve
as a primary expertise site for the ATLAS
experiment, while the site in Bergen will
have primary expertise in the ALICE experiment. However, data and computation
from the different experiments will be treated equal on all the participating sites to
maximize the redundancy. Just as an illustration, one can calculate that in order to

An overview of the WLCG grid. CERN is the Tier-0. There are 11 Tier-1 centers defined
(one of which is NDGF) and hundreds of Tier-2 centers. The national research networks
are used for data transfer between Tier-1 and Tier-2 sites.

meet the requirement for data recording at
the high 99% uptime requirement, a 7-site
setup could in principle allow each site to
only be operational half of the time!
Other Grid projects helping WLCG
The EU KnowARC project will improve and
extend the ARC middleware to become a
next-generation Grid middleware conforming to community-based standards.
It will also address interoperability with
existing widely deployed middleware. By
getting ARC included in the standard Linux
distributions, KnowARC will contribute
to Grid technology, enabling all kinds of
users, from industry to education and research, to set up and use this standardsbased resource-sharing platform easily.
Though the project was initiated by NorduGrid, more than half of the contributors to
KnowARC are from outside of the Nordic
countries and more than half are not related to HEP, making KnowARC a true allpurpose Grid project.

involved in the EGEE project, in such areas
as operations and support, applications,
training, testing and certification. One of
the tasks undertaken by the Nordic countries is interoperability between ARC and
the EGEE middleware gLite. Job submission from ARC to gLite is also a part of the
work programme for the KnowARC project. Training and outreach are primarily
targeted by the Nordic Grid Neighborhood
network, which arranges conferences and
student exchanges within the Nordic countries, the Baltic States and Russia.
Another Nordic project that deserves to be
mentioned is the Baltic Grid project. Baltic States traditionally have strong links
with the Nordic countries and collaborate
closely with NorduGrid, providing both
hardware resources and middleware developers. This Grid experience helped to
create the Baltic Grid project, which introduces gLite services and tools in addition
to ARC services that already exist.

The Nordic countries are also quite heavily
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Speaker´s Corner
For every issue of META, someone is invited to express his or her views, opinions,
enthusiasm, worries, etc. about the role and importance of e-Infrastructure in
Norway as well as abroad. In this issue, the word is given to Professor Knut Fægri.

High Performance Computing

- will the Norwegian Model
All countries have their own and more or
less unique way of organizing High Performance Computing. The Norwegian model
is characterized by the fact that
• it is based on decentralized resources
and operations
• the partners have a strong influence
on the decision making
• it has poor direct funding
Some would probably claim that the first
two properties are a consequence of the
last - to get the financing up to a usable
level it is necessary for the institutions
to contribute considerably with in-kind
efforts and shares. To ensure this, it has
been necessary to give the partner community a considerable role in the decision
making. Previously, the model also suffered from (too) short planning horizons, but
this has hopefully been eliminated with
the coupling to the eVITA-programme.
The model has shown to be surprisingly
viable and able to deliver. Through the past
two decades, it has provided Norwegian
researchers with good access to capacity
computing. Certainly, some of this capacity has been used to cover missing infrastructure at the institutions. In this way,
the institutions have saved some in-kind
investments, at the cost that occasionally
the machines have been used for purposes that may not deserve the name High
Performance Computing. Capability computing, or high-end computing, requires
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a completely different financing model.
Those who are dependent on this, had to
get access to such resources through collaboration with colleagues abroad, which
by and large has been feasible for research on a fairly high level.
What is the reason that such a fragile construction has managed to be so viable? It
cannot be ignored that the model has gone
through some difficult times when different interests collided openly. The going
was toughest in connection with the establishment of the first Notur project. A key
to success has been the expansion of support mechanisms to the reduce problems
related to placement and to a large extent
also hardware. It should not be a concern
to the user whether a machine is located
north or south of Dovre. The main instrument behind this has been the Metacenter,
originally pushed by enthusiastic system
administrators who recognized the potential of extensive and seamless cooperation.
This has been based on the fact that one
can find local competence that can provide
sufficient user support or draw on other
advanced support in the system. The Norwegian model is therefore not only concerned with boxes, but at least as much with
competence, and local competence.
If there is one thing that we know about
High Performance Computing, it is that it
changes rapidly. We have gone from se-

rial data processing to vector machines to
massive parallelism. One of the strengths
in the Norwegian model has been the flexibility to be able to follow several trends in
developments at the same time. This has
provided for flexibility in time as well as
in technology. By having invested in more
resources at the capacity level, one has
been able to spread the investments over
a (contract) period. One could otherwise
have imagined a system that invested in
one big resource at the beginning and that
is subsequently limited to this resource for
the rest of the period.
There is no reason to believe that the developments will stop with this. On the contrary, today we already see the contours
of challenges that will put the Norwegian
model to the test. The most apparent are
the new plans for pan-European supercentres. These will have contributions
from several countries and should result
in resources that are at par with the best
in the US and Japan. There is obviously
considerable uncertainty around the organization across several European countries, but there is reason to believe that
there has already been invested too much
political prestige in this for these plans to
be abandoned. How should Norway react
to this? Should we participate in such ventures, or shall we continue with the belief
that “small is beautiful”? It is difficult to
see how the Norwegian model shall be

Knut Fægri is Professor in Theoretical Chemistry at the
University of Oslo and is currently Dean of the Faculty
of Mathematics and Natural Sciences. Fægri is also
Chairman of ReInfra, the committee that advises the
eVITA Programme Board on e-Infrastructure.

Call for
participation
to the Nordic
Computational
Grand Challenge

survive?

Survey

able to raise the financing that is needed
to participate in this game, and maybe we
still end up being the poor cousin from the
countryside who has to come with extraordinary good collaborative projects, to
get access to the resources. (And must
explain to colleagues once again why one
of the richest countries in the world has
to beg for things.) Can we end up in a situation where we have to choose between
maintaining a national infrastructure and
participating on the European scene?

quirements for storage and analysis of this
data will increase with similar speed. The
Norwegian model is organized to provide
the users with computing resources with
some storage capacity attached to it. Will
the model be just as suited for only providing and operating storage capacity? Will
it be attractive for an institution to operate
a national storage resource? Or should we
focus on decentralized storage and how
well will the Metacenter be able to tackle
this?

The four Nordic countries Denmark,
Finland, Norway and Sweden are carrying out a survey to determine scientific problems that are of high interest
to the research community and whose
solution requires the availability of large-scale e-Infrastructure. The survey
is commissioned by the Danish Agency
for Science, Technology and Innovation,
the Finnish IT center for Science, the
Research Council of Norway, and the
Swedish Research Council.

Another challenge lies in GRID (a phenomenon which at present has not found a
good Norwegian naming yet). To many it
is unclear whether GRID represents the
beginning of a new era in scientific computation, or whether it is just a “hype” that
will pass. In any case, we cannot refrain
from following up the developments in this
area. If it really leads to a paradigm shift in
high performance computing, it will also
have consequences for the Norwegian organizational model. Until now, little has
been done to consider the consequences.

The point with these examples is to illustrate that e-Infrastructure does not only
deal with boxes. Without hardware, it is
meaningless to speak of high performance
computing. But it is at least as much concerned with competence – and with development, application and maintenance of
this competence. It is therefore important
and right that e-Infrastructure is linked
to the e-VITA programme. And eventually,
the whole is concerned with organization
and attitudes towards this organization.
We have managed to operate this effort
through strong partner participation and a
close (but not always hearty) collaboration.
A continued successful effort is dependent
on that we manage to continue along this
direction. New challenges will require new
ways of thinking and maybe some local offer to get the whole to work on the national
level. Are we prepared to this?

The main goal of the survey is to identify outstanding problems in science
whose solution will greatly benefit from
the use of large-scale e-Infrastructure
(i.e., infrastructure for computational
science that includes large computational resources, storage devices, and
high-speed networks).

One need not be visionary to see that data
storage and data mining are becoming increasingly more important. We are already
confronted with challenges in connection
with the LHC experiments at CERN. Modern experimental equipment is capable of
collecting large amounts of data with unprecedented speed and efficiency. The re-

Research groups are invited to define and submit the Grand Challenge
problem(s) that they consider the most
important in their field and that should
be included in this survey. Deadline for
submission of proposals is November
15, 2006.
More information about the Nordic
Grand Challenge Survey can be found
on www.notur.no/gcs
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New allocation period
The Notur project received 60 applications for computing
time on the national supercomputer facilities for the allocation period 2006.2 that started October 2. The total amount
of computing time applied for exceeded the total available
resources by a factor of 1.8. The Resource Allocation Committee that evaluated the applications at its meeting on September 11, therefore had to reduce a number of applications
in size.
Dr. Holm Hotel, Geilo.

New Annual Scientific Meeting
within e-Science, 2007-2010

Major changes for the allocation period 2006.2 are that the
new IBM p575+ facility at NTNU (njord) will be available for
usage, while the Altix 350 snehvit is taken out of the Notur
allocation system. The SGI Origin 3800 gridur/embla will be
available for national usage until December 31, 2006.

The eVITA e-Science program from the Research Council of
Norway has established a new meeting series.

The next allocation period starts April 2, 2007 with deadlines
January 15 for large applications and February 28 for regular
applications.

The first meeting will be held at Dr. Holms Hotel, Geilo,
28 January to 2 February, 2007.

More information about resource allocation can be found on
www.notur.no/quotas

The annual meetings will consist of two parts:
• A winter school (Sunday-Friday) primarily aimed at doctoral students and young researchers within e-Science. The
winter school will continue in the spirit of ”Winter Schools
in Computational Mathematics (2001-2006)”, but will have a
broader perspective.
• A scientific meeting (Monday-Tuesday) in which the eVITA
program and all its new projects will be presented.
By organizing a series of annual scientific meetings, the eVITA
program committee wishes to create a national (and Nordic)
meeting arena where researchers can meet to collaborate
and upgrade their expertise within e-Science. Researchers
are encouraged to organize smaller project meetings etc in
connection with the e-Science meeting, following the example of the eVITA program committee, who will meet at Geilo
during the week.
For more information, contact Knut-Andreas.Lie@sintef.no
(+47 22 06 77 10). URL: http://www.sintef.no/eVITA-meeting

New projects for
advanced user support
The Notur II project allows researchers to apply for user support that goes beyond regular (help-desk) support. The Notur
project received 22 applications for advanced user support
projects in June 2006. Eleven applications were approved in
whole or in part. The next call for applications is (preliminary) set to January 2007.
More information about the objectives for the advanced user
support activity in Notur, the procedures for application and
the projects approved in 2006 can be found on
www.notur.no/support/advanced

